
pawsitive Scentwork Solutions: Helping

barking, lead pulling, reactive dogs

Benefits of scentwork for dogs with issues on walks 

Dogs communicate and learn about the world

through scent. Smelling is the sense that dogs rely

on far more than seeing and hearing. To put it into

perspective, a dogs sense of smell is

approximately 100,000 times stronger than

humans. Yet, scentwork remains massively

underutilised as a powerful tool to change

behaviour in the training industry. That is not the

case at Pawsitive Dog Behaviour (PDB). Natalie has

been using scentwork to help reactive dogs since

2007 and not only recognises scentwork as a

fantastic sport to build teamwork between dogs

and owners but also to create a physiological

change in dogs with behaviour issues.

 

Changing the way dogs feel about the things they

react badly to when they are on a dog lead.

Owning a dog that barks, excessively pulls and

lunges on the lead can be very isolating and

detrimental to the health of the dog. That’s why

Natalie has created a community of reactive dogs

and owners working together to develop World

Scent Dog Association (WSDA) skills while helping

their dogs overcome reactivity. PDB is proud to be

the first to offer official WSDA competitions and

workshops exclusively for reactive dogs, to join in

the fun and help your dog here:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/40205693778

0189

You can get started straight away with some basic

scentwwork ideas by turning over to the next

page. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/402056937780189


Introducing scentwork

Scent games and enrichment encourage dogs to use their noses, giving them the opportunity to be rewarded for

what comes naturally. Dogs sniffing the ground and tracking are not looking around for distractions to bark at. You

will also find that scent work for 30 mins is far more tiring for dogs than an hour run around the local park; this is

because the dog really has to engage their brains to process all of those smells they collect.  

Using a Snuffle Mat is an excellent activity as a boredom breaker that your dog can spend lots of time enjoying as

enrichment or can be used to help calm down hyperactive dogs in the home by giving them something both

productive and enriching to do. As an alternative to unwanted behaviour such as looking out of the window for

things to bark at. You can buy Snuffle Mats ready-made, or you can have a go at making your own. To the left, you

can find a video with easy step by step instructions. Please see the following link: https://youtu.be/R9MTB0oc6hU 

If you have a reactive dog that barks and lunges when on walks in the presence of other dogs, bikes, people, or all

three. It makes it challenging to get their attention while spending their time looking for things to react to. If your

dog is interested in scentwork and games, you are suddenly making the ground a more exciting place that can hold

their attention for longer. Dogs that are sniffing the floor are not looking for distractions, so we want to encourage

this natural behaviour. Modern dog training is about choices and making good decisions more attractive than the

harmful behaviour they usually offer, e.g. scanning the environment for something to bark at. To the left, you can

find a video of how to introduce scent work to your dog. Please see the following link:

https://youtu.be/O9opyAZfL_k

 

https://youtu.be/R9MTB0oc6hU
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